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Reviewer's report:
- The topic of this paper is important and it's required more practical evidence from the perspective of patients about how design and implement PROMs in the field of cancer research. At the present moment we have a lot of theoretical background about that it's important to include in research these types of measures that become directly from patients, but the practice in the real world is limited.

PLAIN SUMMARY

(Second paragraph)
When the author speaks about ethics of current drug adoption practices, I prefer detail this information with a comment that not reinforces a 100 % of evidence that patients with metastatic disease are taking their last chemotherapy few days before they dy.
In the field in what I have experience, related to paediatric cancer, children are not receiving treatment close to the time that they pass away. When doctors know that no treatment is working they are transferred to the palliative care unit and at this moment is most important the quality of life of patients and families than the research that can be behind the innovative drug that they could have been taking before. I suggest to rephrase the second paragraph of this section with the aim to be less forceful. Thank you.

(Last paragraph)
A deeper definition about PROMs would make more easy to understand the focus of the paper, at least from the perspective of patients. We know that patients read scientific papers every time
more, and a short definition about what means PROMs would ensure a better understand of the content of the paper from the very beginning. Thank you.

ABSTRACT (Section)
I agree the content of the last paragraph, when the author suggests that patients can contribute to design the pathways related to QoL and PROMs measures. This point of view is realistic and ensures items that can measure areas of interest for patients. Thank you.

RESEARCH (Section)
(First paragraph)
The stark findings of a paper in what Dr. Ian Tannock is one of the authors were published on 1975. These findings are radical and the author needs to be sure that are valid on 2017 at least in the European scope. When we check the bibliographic reference of the conference on 2014 we can understand that perhaps are valid, but I recommend to rephrase this paragraph with the aim to ensure that we are speaking about evidence that were on 1975 and in the present moment are working in the same way. Thank you.

I appreciate the comments in the paper about the new ways of treat cancer: immunology, genetics and personalised medicine. This approach open new topics for discussion related to the PROMs and they are related to the evolution of innovative drugs for oncology diseases. Thank you

In general, when you speak about personalised medicine the main conclusion after read the text is that it isn't working properly. Perhaps will be nice improve the content of this section with a general comment that can emphasises the need of more research. These types of treatments are very innovative and more evidence is needed to discover diseases or status of the diseases where it can work. For this reason I suggest to be less strict in the text. Thank you

DELIVERY TREATMENT (Section)
First paragraph
When you refer to DGH would be nice if you contextualize it in UK, this is important for the reader and helps to understand about the reality are you speaking.

SURVIVAL (Section)
It's positive to include in the paper the reference about the experience of James Lind Alliance about the priorities for research. Thank you.

THE ROLE OF PROMs (Section)
I agree with the fact that QoL methods are really scarce in the real world of innovative treatments under study. There is an important gap between theory and practice. The author lists different comments about tools and criteria; I think that it's possible to improve the description of this listed items. For example, when you explain that you have identified 18 tools I propose to add a general description about the field (area of disease) in what they can be applied.

It's positive the reference to the EMA and FDA guidance about Quality of Life endpoints. Thank you

BUILDING NEW PURPOSE FOR PROMs (Section)
Also it's a positive reference and very well described the expertise that has CPROR in the field of PROMs, and the other experiences that you detail in this section.

CONCLUSION (Section)
I agree with the content of the first and second paragraph of this section. At the centre of any development of PROMs always we need to put the patients and at the same time we need to define items that patients can understand. We need to know that the level of health literacy can be different between the patients that perhaps are going to be involved in the process to design this metrics and the huge pool of patients that can provide feedback about PROMs.
The implementation of pathways to provide frameworks for developing research ideas would be an interesting way to standardize this important contribution of patient involvement. Would be nice a more wide description about what the author consider a pathway (we can understand between lines) in order to offer more detailed information to the readers and perhaps would be interesting to include an example at this point.

Many thanks for inviting me to review this paper that is the outcome of the experience of the author as a patient advocate in the field of oncology. It can be a powerful paper to promote improvements in this field. I trust on it.
I hope that my comments would be useful.

Good work. Congratulations.
Warm regards
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